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Welcome to your Forest City Personal Training  "Movement & Mobility" program.

WELCOME

3

You may be with us because you're enrolled in our Fat

Loss Transformation program or maybe you are here

because of your genuine interest to include

movement and mobility into your daily routine.

Incorporating mobility is a crucial part of your overall

health.  Consider if you're unable to move a joint

freely through its full range of motion (ROM). Not

only are you likely in pain but you likely aren't

engaging in activities that require you to use that joint

through that painful range. This could include

performing an exercise at the gym, putting on your

jacket or picking up your grandkids. If you're already

an active gym-goer having a decreased ROM could

put you at an increased risk of injury even before

picking up a weight and adding load to that ROM. 

This program is not just intended as an adjunct to an

exercise program but can also be run as an

independent program. Whether you're active at the

gym or not, incorporating mobility into your day-to-

day is excellent for your posture as well. 

A  little mobility work daily will help make a difference

in your ROM. It also encourages pain-free movement,

improved posture, healthy joints and supports an

active and healthy lifestyle. 

Movement is Medicine



L E T ' S  G E T  Y O U R  S T R E T C H  O N

HOW TO PROPERLY PREPARE TO MAKE THE BEST OF THIS PROGRAM

Determine if you need to invest or borrow any soft tissue releasing tools (see

chart below of recommendations).

Start by reading over the tips on breathing page. Incorporating breath with

movement will be beneficial for increasing your ROM. 

If your smart phone isn't already your best friend, you will want to use the

calendar app and schedule in your mobility. If they are planned/blocked out in

your day like any other appointment you are more likely to stay committed to

them. We encourage you to start with as little as 10-15 minutes per day. This

can be prior to exercise or during another part of your day. You may choose to

include your Movement & Mobility as its own separate day (think rest and

recovery). Our goal for you would be to include mobility daily, at minimum 4-5

times per week (which is less than 0.5 % of your total weekly time). If you have

time for Netflix or social media, you have time  for this.

With that in mind, set reminders on your phone or on your watch/fitness

tracker to help you incorporate this new habit. This may be a reminder for

first thing in the morning, before your workout, in the evening before bed,

and/or on your rest and recovery days.

1.

2.

3.

4.

What You'll Need
Foam Roller 

Trigger Point Ball (or lacrosse ball)

Yoga Block (can be a useful prop)

Strength Band  (red 1/2", green 2")

Kettle Bell (KB's are listed in the program but aren't absolutely necessary)



WHAT'S NEXT

There are two basic types of breathing: costal (rib

breathing - likely what you're doing right now)

and diaphragmatic (belly breathing). 

In costal breathing, the rib cage opens with

inhalation and closes with exhalation.

Diaphragmatic breathing involves the expansion

of the belly with the inhalation and contraction

with the exhalation. Diaphragmatic breathing is

responsible for roughly 75% of our respiratory

effort. 

With a normal breath there is relatively little

volume even though our respiratory system is

capable of four to seven times that amount. The

ability to breathe more deeply, steadily and

calmly can be developed through breathing

practices. These practices make the skeletal and

muscular components of breathing stronger and

more limber. Movement of breathing also

maintains the suppleness and elasticity of the

ribs, costal cartilage and the muscles that support

and mobilize the spine. 

The ribcage tends to expand either front-to-back

or laterally. Rather, we need to mobilize the ribs

in both directions and therefore expanding

breath capacity. Optimizing our breath capacity

has numerous health benefits. 

BREATH WORK

NASAL BREATHING
In particular, we want our clients to focus on

diaphragmatic nasal breathing. It compliments

mobility as movement with breath is key (those

yogi's may be onto something)! The following are

just some of the benefits of diaphragmatic

breathing:

T I P S  -  B R E A T H I N G

Increases Strength: encouraging a

diaphragmatic nasal breath increases volume in

the thorax, decreasing volume in the abdomen

which in turn creates an inter-abdominal

pressure. This pressure protects the lumbar

spine of the low back and provides stability for

movements of the lower body.

Boosts Energy: controlled nasal breathing slows

the amount of CO2 released from the body.

More O2 is absorbed into the bloodstream

increasing our energy levels.



WHAT'S NEXTT I P S  -  B R E A T H I N G

Improves Sleep: again with the tongue resting

against the roof of the mouth, it allows the

airways to remain open. This allows for a better

nights rest. Mouth breathing results in the

tongue falling away which obstructs the airway.

This  leads to, you guessed it, sleep apnea or

snoring. If you are someone with sleep apnea or

deals with snoring, try to be conscious of nasal

breathing throughout the day. At night, try

placing a piece of tape vertically (nose to chin)

over your mouth to encourage nasal breathing.

This may not be suitable if suffer from sleep

apnea or panic attacks. Use micro pore or paper

tape. Test out this practice while awake and

watching tv. Aim for about 10 minutes to start

and build up to an hour. If you can get to 60

minutes, then attempt to do it throughout the

night.

Reduces Stress & Anxiety: taking deep

diaphragmatic breaths can help you regulate

your Autonomic Nervous System (ANS). This has

many benefits including lowering heart rate,

regulating blood pressure and helping you relax.

All of which help decrease how much of the

stress hormone cortisol is released into your

body.

Improve Immunity: the mucous membrane lining

the nasal cavity produces a substance called

nitric oxide (NO). This gas kills bacteria that we

breathe in.  Additionally, it is a vasodilator which

increases our blood flow dropping our blood

pressure. 

Improves Posture: nasal breathing allows the

tongue to rest at the roof of the mouth. This

tongue position maximizes our airway allowing

our head to stay centered. If we breathe through

our mouth, the tongue falls away from the roof

which can then narrow and restrict our airways.

This results in shifting the head forward to open

the airway.

Improves Oral Health/Hygiene: with the tongue

sitting in the roof of the mouth it helps to form

the hard palette. This gives room for the teeth to

come in.  Breathing through the mouth (just like

our point on posture) changes the tongue 

 position and therefore the hard palette doesn’t

form the way it should. This leads to teeth

crowding. Nasal breathing also helps to kill off

bacteria that leads to bad breath and potentially

cavities.

NASAL BREATHING CONTINUED...



Mobility can be defined as "the ability to move or be

moved freely and easily". Typically when people

think about stretching and mobility, they think of

yoga. However, in the fitness industry, mobility can

be various forms of soft tissue (muscles, tendons,

and ligaments) release . Poor soft tissue quality and

decreased mobility result in limitations of

movement. Both of these factors create a significant

barrier to movement quality. These barriers need to

be addressed if we hope to move more effectively,

efficiently and with less pain.

Addressing soft tissue limitations opens up areas of

opportunity for the body. It improves our tissue

quality and increases mobility. Soft tissue release

decreases muscle tension and the tension it imposes

on surrounding joints. This leads to an increase in

overall mobility. Depending on the individual needs,

it could be just as important to work on stability as it

is for mobility. 

For optimal function and movement, individual joints

(as well as the entire kinetic chain) require a

combination of mobility and stability. Stability is

intrinsically linked to mobility. You can't have one

without the other. Once we have increased the ROM

of a joint, it is imperative to work within that

increased range to gain awareness and control. This

is where stability comes into play. 

While releasing muscle tension may increase joint

ROM, until we've strengthened the new ROM we

will not have a lasting effect on mobility.

THE WHAT & WHY OF MOBILITY
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Most mobility programs involve foam rolling,

lacrosse balls, massage guns and bands.

However, these are not the only components

of an effective mobility program. This program

uses a variety of exercises, progressions, static

and dynamic movements.  Mobility is so much

more than just foam rolling.

WHAT'S NEXTM O B I L I T Y  1 0 1

When a joint is not free to move, the muscles

that move it are not free to move.

Muscles cannot be restored to normal if the

joint which they move is not free to move.

Normal muscle function is dependent on

normal joint movement.

Impaired muscle function perpetuates and

may cause deterioration in abnormal joints.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN JOINTS AND
MUSCLES:



W E E K  1

Dynamic Hip Mobility Focus

Dynamic Pigeon to 1/2 Kneeling Hip Flexor Stretch

Hips/Mid Back Focus

Walking Knee Cradle

WORKOUTS
M O B I L I T Y  P L A N M O N T H  1

SETS 
Week 1

REPS EXERCISE 

Sidelying Clock

KB Squat Prying

Kickstand Hamstring Stretch

Perform all reps in a slow, controlled movement.
When you reach your limitation, take 3-4 slow nasal breaths. With each breath allow yourself to sink deeper into
the movement. Come out of the position slowly.
For any positions that are extraordinarily tough, pause before performing another rep. Close your eyes and visualize
the movement while continuing to breathe slowly.
When you're ready, open your eyes and attempt the movement again.

Instructions/Notes:

A1

A2

A3

A4

3

3

2

2

8

10

10

15
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SETS 
Week 2

REPS EXERCISE 

Walking Lunge with Sidebend

Shoulder Taps into Down Dog

Scorpion Rotations

A1

A2

A3

A4

2

2

3

3

12

12

8

8

Thread the Needle with Rotation 3 6A5

https://youtu.be/4LCBsW9PTBQ
https://youtu.be/DVnO0ojmZk0
https://youtu.be/bq2d8NjaDqs
https://youtu.be/zoLp2jMcoA4
https://youtu.be/QgE7XTTGzHw
https://youtu.be/nv4o5uRYDNc
https://youtu.be/GnQiqrgBKAs
https://youtu.be/fE47lpxweV0
https://youtu.be/QkHBamQ4x4M


W E E K  1

WORKOUTS
M O B I L I T Y  P L A N M O N T H  1

"A3" - hold a 10s pause at the bottom position of the stretch.
"A5" - hold a 5s pause at the bottom position of the stretch.

"A4" - add a 3s hold at the top
"A5" - full rotation forward and backwards is 1 rep

Week 3

Week 4

Instructions/Notes:
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Squat Prep/Open Shoulders
SETS 

Supinated Band Pull Aparts

Week 3
REPS EXERCISE 

Up and Overs

Posterior Hip Capsule Stretch

Active Quad Release

A1

A2

A3

A4

3

3

2

2

15

12

8

60s

Kneeling Lat Stretch 2 10A5

Rotational Mobility/End Range Control
SETS 

Supine Cross Kicks

Week 4
REPS EXERCISE 

Sidelying Clock

Down Dog Shoulder Taps

Prone External Rotation Lift Off's

A1

A2

A3

A4

3

3

2

2

12

8

10

12

Hip Car's 3 8A5

https://youtu.be/4Y2eGI3P6P0
https://youtu.be/E3Z3gCQ_1-g
https://youtu.be/4VThoArOtm4
https://youtu.be/2rm9qgWhTEs
https://youtu.be/RuIlUmQ7eQ8
https://youtu.be/SQh2R8Ztpq8
https://youtu.be/bq2d8NjaDqs
https://youtu.be/8pyS0jJqkUY
https://youtu.be/QUOsXyclYpA
https://youtu.be/zamDe8axrkY


Notice the stiffest tree
is easily cracked
while the bamboo

survives by bending
with the wind.



WORKOUTS
W E E K  1

Squat Mobility/Warmup

M O B I L I T Y  P L A N M O N T H  2

SETS 

Hip 90/90 Rotations

Week 1
REPS EXERCISE 

Frog Stretch

Hip Prying with Hamstring Stretch

Assisted Lateral Lunges

"A1" - if too easy, follow links to progressions 2 and 3 for 3 sets of 12 each.
"A2" - hold a 5s pause at the bottom position of the stretch.
"A4" - hold a 3s pause at the bottom position.

"A1" - inhale and exhale fully with each reach.
"A4" - hold a 5s pause at the end range.
"A5" - stay down in position for all reps.

Week 1

Week 2

Instructions/Notes:

A1

A2

A3

A4

3

2

3

2

10

8

12

10
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Full Body Mobility Flow

Couch Stretch with Sidebend

SETS 
Week 2

REPS EXERCISE 

Standing Sciatic Nerve Glides

Weighted Foam Roller Overhead Reach

Incline KB Dorsiflexion Mobilization

A1

A2

A3

A4

2

3

2

3

8

12

15

8

World's Greatest Stretch 3 8A5

3 12A5 Seated Wall Slides

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nBSqGgaJBwA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d90zSeul3_k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9CahVrJRidE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N-rsZ8Kg8FQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ICwhshlN1pw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1GXXaTu8Vm0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j1OyzxSjpeA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-qpPL6-ORcg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0NImMP-EmSk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UzYEd_X3YrA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f_FgqDKAC1A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ITt5c5TF1Ig


W E E K  1

WORKOUTS
M O B I L I T Y  P L A N M O N T H  2

"A3" - hold a light weight at
chest level.
"A4" - hold lift off for 2-3
seconds.
"A5" - when hinged forward,
point toes away, when upright
pull toes up.
"A6" - hold a weight in opposite
hand of stance leg and don't let
hips rotate.

Week 3

Instructions/Notes:
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Hamstring Mobility
SETS 

Half Kneeling Hamstring Glider

Week 3
REPS EXERCISE 

Hamstring Contract-Relax

Heels Elevated Hip Hinge

Hamstring Slider with Lift Off

A1

A2

A3

A4

3

2

3

3

8

3-5

12

8

Seated Sciatic Nerve Glide 3 12A5

Shoulder/Overhead Mobility
SETS 

Banded Lat Stretch

Week 4
REPS EXERCISE 

Active Pec Release

Posterior Cuff Release

External Rotation End Range Lift Off

A1

A2

A3

A4

3

2

2

3

6

10

12

5

Lat Foam Roll 2 60sA5

A6 Contralateral KB Single Leg RDL 2 10

A6 Overhead Band Pull Apart 3 12

Instructions/Notes:

"A1" - 6 breaths in bottom position
for each side.
"A2" - accumulate 60-90 sec on each
side or 10 overhead reaches per
side.
"A3" - accumulate 60-90 sec on each
side or 12 rotations each side.
"A4" - hold a 5s pause at the end
range.
"A5" - accumulate 2 min spending
approx 30-60 sec per primary
trigger point.

Week 4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DWZbbZBeVeI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JuBsnWHH4wM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RhCXrg818oU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9B8EXDCVCo4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gr1oZZrWOIc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UPCi6XTNBY8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IxMHOipgbKE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=slJKoizCib0
https://studio.youtube.com/video/rFfPiIZ8M3M/edit
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6yT_ot1dycc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pcZ7lLHHjqM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pcZ7lLHHjqM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bjrYYtX9FHU


Flexibility
is the key
to stability



WORKOUTS
W E E K  1

Hip Opener / Shoulder Stability

M O B I L I T Y  P L A N M O N T H  3

SETS 

Adductor + Thoracic Stretch

Week 1
REPS EXERCISE 

Prone Hip Internal Rotation Lift Offs

Lateral Lunge Walkouts

Sprinter's Stretch to Hamstring Stretch

Instructions/Notes:

A1

A2

A3

A4

2

3

2

2

12

12

12

12
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Full Body Active Mobility

Upper Trap Active Release

SETS 
Week 2

REPS EXERCISE 

Bridge and Reach

Resisted Cat Cow

90/90 Hip Thrust

A1

A2

A3

A4

2

3

2

3

60s

6

15

12

Banded Overhead Squat 3 12A5

3 8A5 Inchworm to Shoulder Reach Through

"A3" - keep leg straight and hold for 5-8 sec in bottom of lunge.
"A4" - hold for 5 sec in bottom of sprinters stretch.
"A5" - an inchworm and reach through on each side is 1 rep.

"A1" - accumulate 2 min each side.
"A2" - 2 reaches per rep.

Week 1

Week 2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f3zi_Pe0TOA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CNCqKL_gfLE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t47JEaffMaw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5HU-K4PHKvw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QFAw5BgIrBc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DUMXfJpfZJM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FWPtprF7PVo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M5M_MZYXbRI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TPpy1zKSioo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vMeMaAKR_aE


W E E K  1

WORKOUTS
M O B I L I T Y  P L A N M O N T H  3

Instructions/Notes:
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Mid Back Mobility Focus
SETS 

World's Greatest Stretch

Week 3
REPS EXERCISE 

Kneeling Thoracic Rotations

Alternating Toe Taps

Rockback with Rotation

A1

A2

A3

A4

2

3

3

2

8

8

10

12

Single Leg RDL with Foam Assist 3 8A5

Advanced End Range Mobility + Strength
SETS 

Supine Hip Internal Rotation Rockers

Week 4
REPS EXERCISE 

Calf Active Foam Rolling

Hip End Range Lift Overs

Shoulder End Range Lift Overs

A1

A2

A3

A4

3

2

3

3

12

60s

8

8

Overhead Resisted Side Steps 3 12A5

"A1" - 2 rotations for each rep on each side.
"A3" - hip hike and toe tap on each side is 1 rep.
"A4" - get into adductor rockback position and perform 12 thoracic rotations per side.
"A5" - press into foam roller with hand and foot to assist with core stability.

"A2" - accumulate 2 min per leg.
"A3" - lifting up, over and back is 1 rep.
"A4" - lifting up, over and back is 1 rep.

Week 1

Week 2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f_FgqDKAC1A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MH1romUZu8E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0A_Ggx461iU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7PqWwP-7-NE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mJxu8vaA9M4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eRm1WbGo7VE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k5JBHzqRX1E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w3kuRRP8YHQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cybFzIdqRd0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GPsedADQI5I


Movement
is the song
of the body



MOBILITY QUESTIONS 

How long should I stretch for?
Stretches are usually held from 30-2 minutes. This is the length of time it takes for the muscles and the brain
to communicate that the goal is to lengthen the tissue. 

I can't do the stretch, what should I do instead?
Modify it. There are regressions available. Do what you can and find a variation 
that is right for your body.

I have pain during a stretch, is this normal? 
Depending on the area you are working, you may find areas to be tender
or sensitive. We do not encourage you to stretch or move to the point of
pain. Pain is not the goal. Work in a smaller ROM until you are comfortably
able to stretch or move a bit deeper, for longer. Find a stretch where you feel
tension and go from there.

If I do more mobility, will it speed up the process?
The more mobility that you include, the better. If you find that you feel best doing mobility morning and
night, by all means do what feels best for your body. If you find that some movement before your workout
and on your rest days works better for you, stick to it! Whatever works for your routine will allow you to
incorporate mobility more often. 

What if I don't have all the equipment recommended? What substitutions can I use?
Depending on the exercise, for instanced substituting out a kettle bell for a "prayer press" works quite well.
A folded towel can work for a yoga block if you need something to sit on and prop up the hips, or use a
textbook or even a water bottle if you need to bring the ground to you. Broomsticks work well for shoulder
mobility if bands aren't available. Scarves or belts can be used to help guide you in stretches involving tricky
areas like the hamstrings.  

What should I wear?
Anything comfortable that you can move in but not too baggy that it will interfere with your mobility tools.

How can I tell if I'm making improvements?
If you're interested in "seeing" changes, take photos of yourself through different ROM of your neck,
shoulders, back, hips and ankles. Perform a sit and reach test to see how far your fingertips can reach and
reassess after each month.

I’m sore from my workouts. Will mobility help?
It sure will! So will proper nutrition, hydration, and sleep! 
 

FAQ's
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  Canfitpro & ISSA Certified Personal Trainer                       
  Functional Range Conditioning Mobility Specialist
  DTS Exercise Coach Certification                                              
  DTS Low Back Pain Specialist                                                      
  DTS Transformation Specialist
  DTS Conditioning Coach
  DTS Kettlebell Coach
  Exercise Therapy Association 

  Precision Nutrition Level 1 Coach
  Rehab-U – Movement & Performance

  Barbell Rehab Certification
  TRX - Suspension Training Certification
  NSPA Program Design Certification
  RockTape Canada – FMT Basic & Advanced

  CPR/AED

My passion for fitness started more than 20 years ago when I joined GoodLife. Like most first timers, I did not
have a plan in place. After years with minimal results I started adding other activities into my skillset. My first
competition was a duathlon. I placed 10th out of 150 athletes: 4th in my age group. This lit the fire for me and
I started winning races not long after. I continued to compete in half marathons, triathlons, OCR’s, MTB races,
and orienteering. 

My travels lead to living in New Zealand, where I volunteered as a Medical First Responder with St. John
Ambulance and spent my free time rock climbing, surfing, snowboarding, running, biking and hiking. This is
where I found my love for the mountains which lead to my adventures of climbing Machu Picchu, 
Mt. Kilimanjaro as well as several in NZ. 

My vast multitude of training knowledge and experience will provide you with the confidence you need to
start your transformation. This is my lifestyle. I don’t just talk the talk; I walk the walk. 

Ask yourself these simple questions: Do I suffer from pain and need work on mobility/stability? Do I want to
train for a particular event? Am I looking for longevity and performance? If you answered YES to any of these
questions, let’s get you in for an assessment and get started on your path to better living. 

 This is how I can help:                                                                                  Currently enrolled and soon to be certified in:
  

          Hip Programming Specialist
 Knee programming specialist

          Foot Programming Specialist

  Therapy Level 1 

  Kinesiology Taping Certification

  
If you are ready to take control and achieve the results 
you’ve not thought possible, don’t hesitate and introduce yourself!
 

BIO
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Rehab-U - Movement & Performance Therapy

Fascial Stretch Therapy (FST) - Level 1
Neurokinetic Therapy (NKT) - Level 1

Level 2

http://www.forestcitypt.ca/


ON  YOUR  SUCCESSFUL
COMPLET ION  OF  THE

MOVEMENT  &  MOB I L I TY
PROGRAM

LET 'S  CONNECT !

THANK  YOU !

@forestcitypt

@forestcitypersonaltraining

WWW.FORESTCITYPT.CA

Stay Focused, Stay Strong.

You Got This!

CONGRATULAT IONS !

https://www.instagram.com/forestcitypt/
https://www.facebook.com/forestcitypersonaltraining
https://www.instagram.com/forestcitypt/
https://www.facebook.com/forestcitypersonaltraining
https://forestcitypt.ca/


The content in this e-book has been written by Jim Blair of Forest City Personal Training (FCPT). The
information is designed to help individuals within the specified market progress towards their health and fitness
goals. It is not specifically tailored to suit any injuries, health problems or any other problems that could be
aggravated with low, moderate or high intensity physical exercise. 

If you are an individual with such problems, please seek the help of your general practitioner or similar health
professional. The materials and content contained in this e-book are for general health improvement
recommendations only and are not intended to be a substitute for professional medical advice, diagnosis, or
treatment. Although in depth information and specific exercises are given, users of this specific program should
not rely exclusively on information provided in this program for their own health needs as it is branded as a set
of "guidelines" aimed at a broad spectrum audience. All specific medical questions should be presented to your
own health care professional. 

This "Movement & Mobility" is not written to promote poor body image or extreme training regimes. 

FCPT should not be held liable for the interpretation or use of the information provided. FCPT make no
warranties or representations, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness, timeliness or usefulness
of any opinions, advice, services or other information contained, or referenced to, in this document. FCPT does
not assume any risk for your use of this information as such materials or content may not contain the most
recent information.

This resource is not individually tailored. It is a guideline which has emerged from personal, professional, and
academic experience. The information and other material available from this e-book come from a number of
sources including the personal experiences of FCPT, third parties who have given permission for use of their
materials, and material copied under statutory licenses.  Accordingly the information and material in this e-book
is copyright, 2021 © Forest City Personal Training. Therefore no part of this e-book may in any form or by any
electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or any other means be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system
or be broadcast, sold or transmitted without the prior permission of the publisher, FCPT.
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All digital products, ebooks, PDF downloads, resource materials, videos and online content are subject to
copyright protection. Each digital product, ebook, PDF download and online content sold is licensed to a single
user only. Customers are not allowed to copy, distribute, share and/or transfer the product(s) (and/or their
associated username and/or password) they purchased to any third party or person. Fines up to
$10, 000 may apply to person(s) found to be infringing the copyright policy.

In some cases, FCPT may encrypt, force password and/or stamp license details (including customer name,
address, etc) on its digital product(s) to ensure additional safety.
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